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The conversation ended with Lucia leaving with the harsh words. Spencer was so angry that he punched 

the wall, but there was no other way but to make his hands hurt. 

 

Once out of range of Spencer, Lucia felt the air become fresh, quickly left the hospital and returned to 

the hotel. Although still unsure of Theodore’s condition, she also knew she did need to get some rest. 

 

When she came to the room Mr. Brown had arranged for the Davies family, the hallway was empty and 

Lucia knew they had already left. After standing in front of the door for a long time, she took out her 

room card and opened the door. 

 

When the lights were on, the luxurious layout of the room was visible, but the only thing that concerned 

Lucia was the small space next to the bed. 

 

This room was originally for her and Arthur, and now that Arthur had left, the clothes she had brought 

from home were neatly arranged on the side of the bed. As the suitcase was Arthur’s, everything else 

was exactly the same as when they first arrived. 

 

Lucia slowly walked over to the bed and sat on the edge of her clothes, looking down at them and 

laughing out loud bitterly. 

 

The first time when Arthur took his clothes out of the suitcase and put them by the bed, what kind of 

feeling did he have? 

 

This was the familiar smell of Arthur. 

 

Arthur’s clothes needed to be specially cleaned. The clothing spray used have a unique smell. At first, 

Lucia did not feel anything special, but after the two reunited, her own clothes were always cleaned 

with his. Over time even her own clothes were all stained with the smell belonging to him. 



 

If they didn’t get together in the future, the smell that belonged to him on her clothes will slowly 

disappear? Just like he will disappear from her life? 

 

Lucia closed her eyes and buried her face in her clothes, letting out a low sob in the empty silence of the 

room. 

 

This night, Lucia was crying herself to sleep. She didn’t know if it was because she was really too tired, 

she really slept very deep, until Helena came knocking on the door. 

 

“Lucia, Lucia, are you awake?” Helena patiently shouted while knocking on the door outside. 

 

Lucia woke up leisurely and rubbed her eyes in confusion, but her sanity had not yet returned. 

 

Helena at the door got anxious when she didn’t get a response, and tapped on the door loudly, “Lucia! 

Are you in there?” 

 

Lucia got up stiffly and followed the sound. Not even putting on her shoes, she opened the door for 

Helena in a daze, barefoot. 

 

“Lucia!” Finally seeing Lucia, Helena was relieved to find her okay. Noticing her disheveled appearance, 

she couldn’t help but laugh. 

 

“Lucia, it looks like you slept through the night.” 

 

“Helena, what time is it?” Lucia’s mind was still wandering too much as she rubbed her eyes and asked. 

 



“You still know who I am,” Helena laughed, “It’s after nine o’clock now, and I came over to see what was 

going on when I called you and no one answered. I thought something had happened to you, but it 

turned out that you were sleeping too much.” 

 

“It’s already past nine?!” Eyes wide open, Lucia’s sanity was instantly pulled back. 

 

“Yeah, it’s after nine. Teddy’s been awake for a long time.” Helena replied. 

 

“Is Teddy awake?! Is he all right?!” Lucia asked, grabbing Helena’s arm. 

 

“He’s fine,” Helena replied with a light smile, “He is doing very well. In fact, he woke up last night after 

two o’clock. I told him you had to go back to rest. He fell asleep again. Just now he woke up, in good 

spirits. Now he’s looking for you.” 

 

“Come on, I want to see Teddy right away!” Lucia’s mood was so jubilant that she pulled Helena and was 

about to leave, when Helena stopped her quickly. 

 

“My Lucia, you are too confused. Look at yourself now. Can you go out?” Helena asked pulling Lucia with 

amusement. 

 

Lucia looked down and realized that she was still barefoot and her clothes were wrinkled after a night of 

tossing and turning, which was funny even to her. Without a moment’s hesitation, she pulled Helena 

into the room and immediately went to wash up. 

 

When Lucia came out of the bathroom, Helena hesitated for a moment before asking her, “Lucia, what 

is going on between you and Arthur? When I ask Otis, he always wants to talk and won’t tell me at all.” 

 

Lucia, who was combing her hair, was at a standstill. Not knowing how to respond to Helena, who was 

Otis’ girlfriend, telling her the truth would be equal to telling Arthur, but that would break Esmae’s 

whole game, and Lucia was equally concerned about her. 



 

“Lucia?” Helena called her suspiciously when she saw that Lucia did not say anything. 

 

“Helena,” Lucia said as she put down her comb and turned her head to look at her, “you don’t have to 

worry about what’s going on between Arthur Davies and me. Just take care of your relationship with 

Otis.” 

 

“Arthur Davies?” pursued Helena, with her eyebrows raising high, “Why do you call him so coldly?” 

 

“It’s a breakup.” Lucia lowered her eyes and expressed the most painful ache in her heart in the plainest 

tone. 

 

Helena was stunned for a moment, and when she reacted, she exclaimed, “Break up? Lucia, are you 

crazy?” 

 

Even Helena knew how much Lucia loved Arthur, and how much Arthur loved Lucia. 

 

“I’m not crazy. I’m about to be with Spencer, so of course I have to separate myself from Arthur.” Lucia 

threw out a heavy bombshell in a calm manner. 

 

“What the****?!” Hearing this news, Helena cursed directly. 

 

Lucia laughed bitterly in her heart. If she had returned home to announce her engagement to Spencer, 

she guessed everyone would have reacted like this. 

 

Lucia remembered that in the country, since she clarified the scandal six years ago, everyone was very 

positive about the relationship between her and Arthur. Some even ran to the company’s official 

Facebook to publicly express their support. She wondered how disappointed these people will be when 



the time came. Spencer had been saying for her own good. In fact, he was pushing her into the abyss of 

public opinion with his own hands. 

 

However, for the sake of Theodore, Lucia had nothing to lose. 

 

“Lucia, are you sick? Why did you break up with Arthur? You obviously love each other so much. What 

happened? Did mom force you again?” Helena asked anxiously. 

 

“No, she didn’t force me,” Lucia returned with a faint smile as she hid her true self. 

 

“It’s just that Arthur and I are done with our destiny and must part.” 

 

 


